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■■■■ SPECIFICATIONS

■■■■ DIMENSIONS (mm)

POWERFUL FROZEN MEAT SLICER 

Hold product firmly by three dimensions 
for precise and productive slicing. 

For a variety of meat slicing with 
different size and thickness. 

NFC-350 Features 

The specifications may change without prior notice subject to product improvement. 
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Easy to dismantle the parts 
around blade for clean up. 
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●Special units for precise and productive slicing
・Large meat feeder container can process products up to width 350mm.

・Circular blade (diameter 363mm) and attached grindstone.

・Clamp unit for product holding by three dimensions.

 

●Safety functions
・No circular blade exposure with safety blade covers.

・Foot step stand installed for easy feeding.

・24V low voltage circuit to reduce electrical hazards.

●Sanitary Structures
・Scrap tray behind the blade to maintain cleanness under the meat

container, and easy to clean up.

・Cover on the slide parts to prevent meat drip adherent.

・Easy to dismantle the parts around the blade and mount container

for clean up.

●Max. 50- 60 slices/minute for slicing frozen meat
Max. 50-60 slices/minute and the slice thickness is up to 25mm.

●High powered motors
Independent 2 high powered motors for blade and feed container.

Power 200V 3Ph 60/50Hz  *Other voltage available

Motor Feeder 0.75kw x1, Blade 0.75kw x1

Machine size W700 x L1020 x H1455mm / 220kg

Capacity
34 to 50slices/min. (50Hz)  *Non-step speed

40 to 60slices/min. (60Hz)   adjustment

Max loading 30kg/time

Slice thickness (0) to 25mm

Slice dimensions
W350 x H200 x L380mm

*Minimum holding with side holder: 70mm

Ideal temperature -8 to -2 degree Celsius

Blade φ363mm (Diameter)

Customers
Food Processing Plants, Supermarkets,

Department/Groceries Stores, etc




